
ACROSS
 1 Riches pointlessly scattered on Orkney isle by  

Scottish stalwart (5,3)
 5 Journalist tried it organically from within (6)
 9 Denial of gun feature in genuine surroundings (8)
10 Mean to be popular with care (6)
11 Urges no loud reshuffle by Scottish stalwart (8)
13 Type of plane appeared in past rallies and  

fly-pasts (6)
14 Endless disturbance in city (3)
16 Sleep, for instance, can mix with red rovers (6)
19 11’s roots were based around low gags (7)
20 Call the Spanish out on coating (6)
21 As uttered by famous resident of Springfield,  

Ohio! (3)
26 It’s his day to wander about (6)
27 Downbeat aspect of photography (8)
28 Lisbon Lion embraces double 27 with Wow  

factor (6)
29 Force park warden to take one Scottish stalwart (8)
30 Pressure is acceptable in garb (6)
31 Plenty room for Scottish dictionary! (8)

DOWN
 1 It holds liquid for a force in church (6)
 2 And 7dn Scottish stalwart and brother - bet cure 

gets fixed! (6,3,5)
 3 Begin when some games aren’t at home (3,3)
 4 He speaks of two alternatives around a centre of  

lectern (6)
 6 Wild and sane imbroglio for Scottish stalwart (5,3)
 7 See 2dn (8)
 8 A crisis point for Communist with later revision (3,5)
12 Scotsman’s progeny, we’re told, for hit-maker (7)
15 Quietly leaving tablet for the sick (3)
16 Professor - or gangster (3)
17 Brought back ring in a rush (8)
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18 One forgiving 16 in cutter’s grasp (8)
19 Kelly might wake up out East - how munificent! (8)
22 His first world saw cricket here in literature (6)
23 Elementary artist I would bring back, hesitantly (6)
24 Record’s one run (6)
25 Male skills might suit (6)


